Due to ongoing renovations at the university, this document is a general guide on campus accessibility. For the most up-to-date information on campus accessibility, please contact Simon Fraser University’s Facilities Services at https://www.sfu.ca/fs.html.
Harbour Centre Campus

Main Entrance from Hastings Street
Harbour Centre
HARBOUR CENTRE

515 West Hastings Street

Harbour Centre, part of the SFU downtown campus, is located in the 500 block of West Hastings. On the west side of the building is an office tower and Harbour Centre Mall. The SFU Bookstore is located on the Upper Mall/Lower Concourse level along with other local shops.

The campus consists of five levels situated above the Lower Mall/Food Court level:

- Upper Mall/Lower Concourse
- Street Level/Main Concourse
- Second Level/Upper Concourse
- Third Level
- Seventh Level

Please note that while the campus is generally wheelchair accessible, aspects of the library may be difficult to navigate.

Please also note that the Seventh Level, which houses the Time, Innovation, Management, Entrepreneurship (T.I.M.E.) Centre, is accessible only via the elevators.

EXTERIOR ACCESS

Street Level/Main Concourse:

The main entrance is located on the south side of the building, off of Hastings Street (can be accessed via ramp and AUTOMATIC DOOR with push button activation). This is the recommended wheelchair entrance to the SFU Harbour Centre building.

Upper Mall/Lower Concourse:

Street Level (A) entrance into Harbour Centre Mall, from Richards Street between Hastings Street and Cordova Street (high push door followed by a ramp only into the building from Richards Street). There are stairs once you enter with no ramp for wheelchair or scooter access. This route does not offer wheelchair access to the SFU campus. The door is locked after the Harbour Centre Mall closes at 6:00 p.m.

Entrance from Cordova Street to a landing between the Lower Mall/Food Court and Upper Mall/Lower Concourse (AUTOMATIC DOOR with push button activation followed by a ramp). There are stairs up to the Upper Mall/Lower Concourse and a ramp down to the Lower Mall/Food Court. Wheelchair access to the SFU campus via the ramp to the Lower Mall/Food Court and an elevator to the Upper Mall/Lower Concourse.
Hastings Street entrance to Street Level/Main Concourse of Harbour Centre Mall (AUTOMATIC DOOR with push button activation – a small red button). Wheelchair access to the SFU campus via elevator down to Upper Mall/Lower Concourse.

BUILDING-TO-BUILDING ACCESS

Upper Mall/Lower Concourse:

From inside HARBOUR CENTRE MALL, southwest corner, exterior of the main entrance (pull door).

ELEVATORS

SFU elevators

Two are centrally located, side-by-side, in the east corridor of the building.

Both elevators go to UM (Upper Mall/Lower Concourse), M (Street Level/Main Concourse), 2 (Upper Concourse), 3 and 7. There is no elevator access to the 4th, 5th, and 6th floors.

Spencer elevators

Located on the East side, access from exterior Richards Street entrance.

These elevators go to M, 5 and 6, and do not service the SFU campus.

Tower elevators

Located West of the Harbour Centre Mall. Goes to P2, P1, LM (Food Court), UM (Lower Concourse), and L (Main Concourse). In LM and UM, the elevator is situated in a small room (AUTOMATIC DOORS with push button activation).

These elevators contain a high emergency phone and are deactivated when the Mall closes at 6:00 pm. These elevators do not service the SFU campus.

HALLWAYS

The hallways have sufficient room for maneuverability of a standard wheelchair. The majority of the hallways are open; however some corridors have an AUTOMATIC DOOR with push button activation.
ACCESSIBLE WASHROOMS

All washrooms have lever push doors, except where noted.

Upper Mall/Lower Concourse:

There are no public washrooms on this level.

Street Level/Main Concourse:

**WOMEN’S & MEN’S 1364**, east corridor, north end (heavy lever push handle).

**WOMEN’S & MEN’S 1560**, south corridor, west end, past BC Gas Trans Mountain Pipeline Cinema (lever push handle).

Second Level/Upper Concourse:

**WOMEN’S 2180 / MEN’S 2190**, west corridor, south end (two AUTOMATIC DOORS with push buttons, one after the other).

**WOMEN’S & MEN’S 2918**, south corridor, slightly west, next to Geraldine and Tong Louie Human Performance Centre (lever pull door). Contains a wheelchair wheel-in shower and an accessible toilet.

3rd level:

**WOMEN’S 3280 / MEN’S 3290**, west corridor, south end (two push doors, no disability stalls).

7th level:

**WOMEN’S & MEN’S 7085**, north end, slightly east (big lever push handle). Minimal room for maneuvering may make these inaccessible for some.

ROOMS

Harbour Centre has lecture theatres, classrooms, offices and labs.

LECTURE THEATRES

All lecture theatres have tiered seating and a presentation area, to accommodate a wide range of events.

Street Level/Main Concourse:
1700 – **Labatt Hall**, west side, off of the south corridor (ramp, heavy lever pull handle). Optimal seating for wheelchair users may be at the front, off to the side.

1800 – **Terasen Cinema**, west side, off of the south corridor (ramp, lever turn handle). Optimal seating for wheelchair users may be at the front, off to the side, where a small table is available at the bottom.

1900 - **Fletcher Challenge Canada Theatre**, centrally located, west side (ramp leading to door, located on the northeast end of the room). Optimal seating for wheelchair users may be at the front. A ramp may be requested for specific events for the purposes of providing access to the stage for wheelchair or scooter users during award ceremonies or special presentations. However, the door is not wide enough for the lift to fit through and it is very difficult to bring the lift in from alternate entrances. The lift itself is large and cumbersome.

**CLASSROOMS**

Classrooms accommodate groups of moderate size and are set with rows of movable tables. In the event that there is insufficient maneuvering room by the entrance or along the aisles, furniture can be rearranged.

**Street Level/Main Concourse:**

1315 – **Scotiabank Lecture Room**, east side, north end (lever pull handle). There may be insufficient maneuvering room at the entrance depending on placement of garbage cans and desks, however the furniture can be rearranged.

1325 – **Axa Pacific Conference Room**, east side, north end (lever pull handle). There may be insufficient maneuvering room at the entrance depending on placement of garbage cans and desks, however the furniture can be rearranged.

1520 – **Placier Dome Lecture Room**, west end, slightly south (lever pull handle). There may be insufficient maneuvering room at the entrance depending on placement of garbage cans and desks, however the furniture can be rearranged.

1530 – **Canadian Pacific Limited Lecture Room**, southwest corner (lever pull handle). There may be insufficient maneuvering room at the entrance depending on placement of garbage cans and desks, however the furniture can be rearranged.

**Second Level/Upper Concourse:**

2245 – **McCarthy Tétrault Lecture Room**, east side, south end (lever pull door).

**SEMINAR ROOMS**
Seminar Rooms hold between 12 and 25 people and tables are arranged in a hollow square formation. In many seminar rooms there is inadequate maneuvering room on the sides, leaving only the side near the entrance accessible. Optimal seating for wheelchair users may be at the back corners or at the side near the entrance.

Upper Mall/Lower Concourse:

200 – Conference Room, west side, centrally located (heavy pull lever).

400 – Conference Room, south side, centrally located (heavy pull lever). This room is set in a hollow rectangular formation.

Street Level/Main Concourse:

1500 – Xerox Conference Room, northwest corner (lever pull handle).

1505 – CIBC Lecture Room, northwest corner (lever pull handle).

1510 – Tree Island Industries Conference Room, west end, slightly north (lever pull handle).

1525 – Scotia McLeod Conference Room, west end, slightly south (lever pull handle).

1535 – Fasken Martineau DuMoulin Seminar Room, west end, south side (lever pull handle).

Second Level/Upper Concourse:

2260 – Seaboard Life Seminar Room, east side, south end (lever pull door). There may be insufficient maneuvering room at the entrance depending on placement of garbage cans and desks, however the furniture can be rearranged.

2280 – Grosvenor International Conference Room, centrally located, west side (lever pull door). This room contains various Apple computers, and has a high printer.

2290 – West Fraser Timber Conference Room, centrally located, slightly northwest (lever pull door).

2925 – Hemlock Printer Seminar Room, southwest corner (lever pull door).

POLICY ROOMS / INTERACTIVE LECTURE ROOMS

These rooms feature tiered seating set in a semi-circle, designed for dialogue. These are tiered lecture theatres with limited wheelchair accessibility. There is a u-shaped table at the bottom/front row of the room that can be removed to fit a wheelchair or scooter. Sightlines for the screen may be limited.

Street Level/Main Concourse:
1415 – **Cominco Policy Room**, west side, north end (ramp and door).

1425 – **Repap Policy Room**, west side, north end (ramp and door).

1600 – **Canfor Policy Room**, west side, south end (lever pull handle).

Second Level/Upper Concourse:

2270 – **Saunder Industries Policy Room**, centrally located, slightly west (lever pull door). This lecture theatre does not feature the removable u-shaped table.

Seventh Level:

7000 – **Earl and Jennie Lohn Policy Room**, east corridor, centrally located (lever push door).

**BOARDROOMS**

All boardrooms have fixed tables arranged in various formations and executive-style high-backed chairs. They are large rooms and have plenty of maneuvering room on the sides and near the entrance.

Second Level/Upper Concourse:

2050 – **Alan and Margaret Eyre Board Room**, northeast corner (double wide doors, with lever push handle). It contains a large rectangular table. Furniture may be difficult to rearrange and space to maneuver is limited.

2200 – **RBC Dominion Securities Executive Meeting Room**, east side, slightly north (lever pull handle). It has a hollow square formation of tables.

2250 – **Westcoast Energy Executive Meeting Room**, east side, south end (pull handle). Room is spacious with moveable furniture.

Third Level:

3100 – This is a large room that is centrally located on the west side of the building. It can be accessed via the north corridor. The room contains a large rectangular table.

3255 & 3257 – **The Undergraduate Instructor Meeting Room** is located on the east side of the south end of the third level. The door is usually locked (buzzer can be used for access).

**CONFERENCE ROOMS**

These rooms typically feature a hollow-square table formation with maneuvering room on the sides.

Second Level/Upper Concourse:
2235 – E. J. Safariksr Conference Room, east side, south end (lever pull door).

2520 – Morris J. and Dena Wosk Conference Room, west side, north corridor (lever pull door).

2540 – Reader’s Digest Foundation of Canada Conference Room, west end, centrally located (lever pull door).

Seventh Level:

The Meetings Rooms on this level are smaller and have a single table placed in the middle of the room.

7210 – Meeting Room, northeast corner (lever pull handle). This room is located inside room 7200. This room is small and fits six people maximum.

7356 – Meeting Room: Tele Learning N.C.E., west corridor, south end (lever pull door).

SPECIALTY SPACES

These areas are used for meetings, lectures, exhibits and catered functions. The rooms vary in their spaces and setups.

Second Level/Upper Concourse:

2065 – Diamond Alumni Centre, northwest corner (narrow ramp with an awkward turn at the bottom, leading to an entrance with a lever pull handle). There is plenty of maneuvering room on the sides, with couches and chairs along the walls and a table in the middle.

2510 – Hy Aisenstat Contemporary Arts Studio, west side, centrally located (entrance off of the north corridor). This is a large room, with tables arranged in a U-shaped formation.

2945 – Brenda and David McLean Management Studies Lab, west side, south corridor (lever pull handle). It is arranged in a hollow square formation, with plenty of space on the sides.

Third Level:

3000 – The School of Public Policy is located on the east side of the south end of the third level. The push door leading into this room is typically locked and requires an access code for entry.

3050 – Dialogue Room is located on the west side of the north end of the third level. The door is typically locked and requires an access code for entry.
3120 – The Gender, Social Inequities, and Mental Health room is centrally located on the west side of the third level. The door is typically locked and requires an access code for entry.

3410 – The Student Lounge is located on the east side of the south end of the third level. This room offers plenty of room to maneuver around the sides, with couches and chairs along the walls and a table in the middle. The door is typically locked and requires an access code for entry.

Seventh Level:

7400 – TIME Business Centre Lounge, east corridor, south end (one door is left open). This is a spacious room, with tables, sofa, computers and a coffee machine inside.

COMPUTER LABS

Please note that a laptop containing Kurzweil 3000; ZoomText; Dragon Naturally Speaking; and JAWS adaptive software may be requested and used at the Belzberg Library.

Street Level/Main Concourse:

1300 – Royal Bank Instructional Computing Centre, east side, centrally located (high heavy pull handle). This area has a high service counter and consists of three computer labs inside (described below). Computer desks are at a fixed height, and Microsoft Office software is installed on the computers.

1310 – IBM Teaching Lab, east side, centrally located. It contains PCs with adequate maneuvering room between the aisles.

1330 – Macintosh Teaching Lab, east side, centrally located. It contains Macs with adequate maneuvering space between the aisles.

1340 – Public Drop-In Computer Lab, east side, centrally located. It contains PCs with adequate space between the aisles, but has a somewhat elevated card dispenser and photocopier.

Second floor/Upper Concourse:

2205 – Paper Board Industries Language Lab, centrally located, east side (heavy lever pull door). This room is tiered, and only the main (bottom) row is wheelchair accessible.

2960 – Mimie Koshevoy Publishing Lab, west side, south corridor (high heavy push door). It contains big screen Apple computers, with plenty of maneuvering space between the aisles. Computer desks are at a fixed height, and the printer access may be high for some wheelchair users.
Seventh Level:

7050 – Computer Lab: Info Tech Project Management Program, east corridor, north end (lever pull handle). It contains rows of PCs with limited space between the aisles. Computer desks are at a fixed height. Computers are equipped with magnification software.

7060 – Computer Lab: Object Technology Program, east corridor, north end (lever pull handle). It contains rows of PCs with limited space between the aisles.

SPECIAL ROOMS

Upper Mall/Lower Concourse:

100 – Continuing Studies English Language and Culture Administration, north side, entrance on the east end (push handle). There is a foyer area that connects into two separate rooms where the offices are contained.

300 – Health Services Medical Clinic, south side, slightly west (heavy lever push door). It has a high reception counter and limited maneuvering room in the waiting area. An accessible men’s and women’s washroom is available inside (heavy lever push door) for patients. Appointments need to be scheduled in advance; the door is usually locked and will need to use the buzzer for access. The buzzer’s position is likely reachable for most wheelchair users.

500 – Operations, south side, east end (narrow ramp leading to high push handle). There is a high reception counter, and there is limited maneuvering room within the individual offices.

SFU Bookstore, south side, located just outside the automatic doors on the southwest corner of Health Services (doors are left open, and the entrance is narrow). Books and supplies placed on the upper and bottom shelves may not be wheelchair accessible. The Bookstore is not physically part of the SFU campus at Harbour Centre.

Street Level/Main Concourse:

1000 – Samuel & Frances Belzberg Library, east side, south end (AUTOMATIC DOOR with push button activation, immediately followed by a push gate). The entrance is extremely tight and the exterior book return slot is somewhat high. The check-out counter and information desk, near the entrance has low counters. The counters for PC computers are low, and therefore may not be accessible for all.

There is limited maneuvering room between the aisles, while books and journals placed on the top two or three, and bottom shelves are not wheelchair accessible. The photocopiers and lower cabinets containing microfiche and lecture tapes are not
wheelchair accessible. The second floor consists of a study area with tables and carrels, which is only accessible via a service elevator on the northeast end of the library. There are however, some accessible study carrels on the main library level.

*Please note that a laptop containing Kurzweil 3000; ZoomText; Dragon Naturally Speaking; and JAWS adaptive software may be requested and used at the Belzberg Library.*

1100 - *Information and Registration*, east side, slightly south. It has low service counters, but the information pamphlets and handouts placed on the upper and lower shelves are not wheelchair accessible. It includes offices for Meeting and Event Services.

1230 - *IT Services*, east end, centrally located (lever push door, held open). It has a high service counter. This area is not available to the public.

1360 – *Communications*, east side, north end (lever push handle). This area is not available to the public.

1400; 1410; 1420; 1430 – *Joseph and Rosalie Segal Centre* A (1400), B (1410), C (1420) and D (1430), west side, north end (heavy push door). Each room can be used individually or in a combination comprised of two, three or all four rooms, to create a larger room. These are flexible function rooms, available in Classroom/Theatre setup (rows of tables facing the front), Hollow Square setup, or Banquet setup (tables of eight).

1810 – *Security*, south side, slightly west (door left open). This is a small room containing the attendant’s booth.

Second Level/Upper Concourse:

2100 – *Faculty of Urban Studies, Integrated Studies*, northeast corner (push door, usually held open). This is a narrow hallway that has limited maneuvering room due to placement of furniture along the sides. It contains small offices and the door leading to the Skybridge (east end, and requires key or an access code).

2300 – *Life Long Learning*, east side, south end (heavy pull handle). It has a high reception counter.

2400 – *KARMA Laboratory*, east side, north corridor (high lever pull handle).

2600 – *Faculty of Biomedical Physiology and Kinesiology*, northwest corner (lever pull door). It has a high reception counter.
2910 – Geraldine and Tong Louie Centre for Rehabilitation Ergonomic and Human Performance, southwest corner (pull handle). The gym equipment is used as a testing facility and not as a fitness centre.

Seventh Level

7021 – Interfaith and Meditation Room. There is a 24-hour reserve available for O.T.P. students only (push handle). This is a small room with movable tables and chairs.

7200 – Faculty of Applied Science & Faculty of Business Administration, east corridor, north end (push door). It contains offices, with a lowered reception counter.

7400 – PolyLab Advanced Collaborative Network Laboratory, 7th Floor Media, Telelearning Network of Centres of Excellence, Time Business Centre, west end, south end (one door is left open). It contains a high reception desk.

MISCELLANEOUS

LOUNGE AREAS

Street Level/Main Concourse:

West side, end of south corridor. It is spacious, and has generally adequate maneuvering room between the tables.

North end. A narrow ramp leads up to the lounge area.

Second Level/Upper Concourse:

North side, slightly west.

South side, slightly west.

Third Level:

North end, with narrow hallways leading into the lounge area. The lounge is spacious and has generally adequate maneuvering room between the tables.

ACCESSIBLE TELEPHONES

Telus Phones and white House Phones are located throughout the campus at various locations. Both types of phones can be used to contact Harbour Centre security.